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HIBOU NEWS
News from the Friends of Hibou

A Summer Event Just for YOU

Check out our Website.
www.friendsofhibou.com
Like our Face book page.
/friendsofhibou
Contact us by email.
mailto:friendsofhibou@gmail.com
Donate to help Hibou projects.
https://www.canadahelps.org/en/
charities/id/5364 Thank You
Do you have a group that would
like a leader for a Hibou walk or
hike? We may be able to do that
for a donation to Hibou. Contact
us friendsofhibou@rogers.com

Contact us: friendsofhibou@gmail.com

by Krista McKee
With summer here, we are searching for things to do,
places to see and adventures to experience. Hibou
Conservation Area is one of these interesting and fun filled
areas to explore that is just a few minutes away from Owen
Sound.
Did you know that on Sunday August 7th the parking fee
will be waived at Hibou for the “Free Family Fun Day”.
This activity-filled day will allow us to stop, look, listen and
learn what Hibou has to offer.
Upon your arrival, you will be given an Explore Passport
that you bring to each activity in the park.

Friends of Hibou
founded in 2013.
We aspire to enhance the
recreational and natural
appreciation of Hibou
Conservation Area. Friends of
Hibou is run totally by
volunteers.
Committee Volunteers:
Bob Knapp, (Chair)
Marie Knapp, (Newsletter editor)
Krista McKee,

 There are so many things to visit starting with trees,
see the instruments they use to measure a tree’s width
and height.
 How many marsh monsters live in our water - water
spiders, mosquito larva, dragonflies and more - see
how big they are under a microscope? These monsters
are how we determine the health of our lakes, rivers
and streams.
 Fossils that tell us what was here before us. See the
interesting creatures that were caught in sand and
slowly turned into rock.

Don Sankey,
Barry Lewin,
Brian Tannahill,
Dick Hibma.

 The Sydenham Sportsman’s Association will show you
what lives in our bay, from egg to fish and all the things
they do to help with the fish population in our area.

Newsletter Editor: Marie Knapp
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If you dare, take a peek at the live display of snakes,
turtles and reptiles.
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Fun Facts: Did You
Know that Hibou has

 If you dare, take a peek at the live display of snakes,
turtles and reptiles. On their website they say:

●

" we do love to allow the
public to participate in a
hands-on manner with our
beautiful animals. Often
the interpreter will have a
snake available to allow
those who are interested
the experience of getting
up close and personal."
Read more about Sciensational Sssnakes next page.

●

●
●

●



over 2 kilometres of
natural beach consisting of
stone and sand;
a new playground
equipment with accessible
features- funded and
installed by the Optimist
Club of Sydenham in
2021;
washrooms, and change
rooms
an interpretive trail and a
brochure you can
download so you can be
your own guide and learn
about the forest
ecosystem, plants, and
animals;
2 pavilions that you can
reserve for family picnics
or reunions by going to:
https://www.greysauble.on
.ca/pavilions/

Parking Passes available
https://www.greysauble.
on.ca/parking/

Hibou is
●
●
●

only 5 km from the centre
of Owen Sound;
133 hectares = 329 acres for you to explore
a photographer's paradise
of wildflowers, birds,
animals and natural
shoreline

Please donate to help
Hibou projects.
https://www.canadahelps.or
g/en/charities/id/5364
Thank You

 The Nature Discovery display will have a collection of
interesting things that have been collected over the years.
 Drinking Water Source Protection will demonstrate what
happens upstream and how it affects everything
downstream.
 Once you have visited all the activities, take time to stop
and let the kids play on the new playground equipment that
The Optimist Club of Sydenham and District along with
their Youth Club fundraised to purchase and install at
Hibou.
 Have lunch at Hibou and support The Optimist’s BBQ
lunch fundraiser for their 2022 projects.
 Don’t forget to take a hike with the trail guides of Hibou.
(There is so much more to see on a hike.)
 Once you have filled your passport, drop it off with the
Hibou volunteers to win a prize.
 Bring your bathing suit and towel to take a swim at Hibou’s
sandy beach to finish off your day.
Be our guests on this FREE Family Fun Day - Sunday August
7th 10:00 am to 3:00 pm. We look forward to seeing you!
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Meet Our Guest Jenny Pearce,
Sciensational Sssnakes at Hibou Conservation Area
on Sunday, August 7th, 2022
Jenny's love of snakes began at a very early age! From the age of three snakes were
an important part of her life, and the interest and concern for these animals has
continued to grow. Jenny started educating people about snakes in 1985 on a voluntary
basis until 1996 after she graduated from the University of Guelph, it became her fulltime occupation. Today with the aid of volunteers, University of Guelph students and her
staff, Sciensation Sssnakes continue to provide excellent education opportunities to
people of all ages at all menus across the province.
Sciensational Sssnakes “Celebrity Employees”
With approximately 100 working snakes at any given
time. The celebrities are on a rotation so it allows time off
to be snakes. The collection fluctuates due to births,
deaths and acquisitions. Turtles, lizards, amphibians
bring the total number of individual animals to over 100
representing about 30 species. There is a lot of work in
maintaining the celebrities and their needs. The emphasis of their captive collection is
on species which are found in the wild in Ontario, since that is the main focus of their
educational programs. They maintain one of the most complete collections representing
live Ontario herpetofauna in captivity in the province. Their animals come from a variety
of sources.
Part of the collection includes a few exotic lizards that are well suited to the type of
programs they do, such as the Blue-tongued Skink and Fat-tailed Geckos. Most lizards
are not suitable for programs, as they have claws and teeth. They also tend to be more
skittish than snakes, in part because, unlike snakes, lizards have external ears and can
hear the noise generated by excited children!
Examples of their Ontario species include the Eastern Fox Snake,
Northern Water Snake, Black Rat Snake, Wood Turtle, Spotted
Turtle, Stinkpot Turtle and Grey Treefrog.
We look forward to Jenny, her staff and the “celebrity employees”
attending our event at Free Family Fun Day on Sunday August 7th 10:00 am till 3:00 pm.
Left to right, Michelle Beltran holding Gonzo the Snapping Turtle
and Jenny Pearce owner of Sciensational Sssnakes.
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Once again we introduce you to the song written by our own committee member, Brian
Tannahill. If you are lucky you will hear it at the Free Family Fun Day. Bring the words
so you can sing along.

HIBOU
Chorus:
It's a Hibou kind of
morning
It’s a Hibou kind of day
A walk in the sunshine - or
a day on the shoreline
It’s a Hibou kind of day
Hibou is your kinda place
If you like the way nature
makes her own space
Out of rocks on the
shoreline to the knots on
the old pine
It sure brings a smile one’s
face
The sand on the beach is
the best
The waves lap the land
like a mothers’ caress
The sky is so blue and the
wind whistles truth
About history hidden just
under its breath (To
Chorus)
There’s lots places to see
There’s nowhere in this
world that I’d rather be
From the water and
playgrounds, To trails with
soft bird sounds
And boardwalk that winds
through the trees.
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It's a place to just sit and
relax
Or if you’re hiking just
follow the maps
See turtles and frogs near
the ferns on the log
And the trees that shade
some summer sun from
your back (To Chorus)
A friend that you miss might
be there
You can walk, you can talk
or just breath the fresh air
The birds and the bees are
all gone from the trees
And the maple’s branches
are bare
The colours all change in
the fall
With the sound of the blue
jays and cardinal’s call
The raccoons and beavers
- make homes near the
cedars.
And gather some food just
before the Snow falls (To
Chorus)
by Brian Tannahill
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